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PREFACE
The University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA) is a relatively new university. It
was established in 1969 and opened for classes in 1973. As the only comprehensive public
university serving the nation's ninth largest city, it was and is vital to San Antonio and the
entire South Texas Region. In 1982, ten years ago, an undergraduate engineering program
was established at UTSA with the support of the community and its leaders. Today, all
three undergraduate engineering programs are ABET accredited and serve about 1000
students, a .si_icant percentage of whom are Hispanic. A new engineering building,
containing talxratory facilities and equipment, opened in January, 1991. Furthermore, a
graduate program has just been put in place at the M.S. level and one is planned at the
Ph.D. level. The first Master's Degree students enrolled in Fall, 1989.
Naturally, the engineering research environment is just deveioping at UTSA. Now,
thanks in great measure to the UT System support and this ongoing NASA grant, good
progress is being made. Specifically, the purchase of a UT System Cray-Y-MP in
November, 1990 has provided a worM-class analytical and n_cal research environment
not ordinarily available to a new university. As a result the UTSA Supercomputer Network
Research Facility (SNRF) was develop, by the.principal investigator, Dr.. Lola Bo_,ce....
This has allowed the successful compleuon of this research project, an eany one ot its Klno
at UTSA.
This NASA research grant has allowed three undergraduate engineering students,
Eddie Aponte, Greg Trimble and Paul Van Veen, plus the first UTSA Mechanical
Engineering graduate student, Calfie Bast, to work directly with the principal investigator,
Dr. Boyce, providing them with a quality research experience they would otherwise
probably not have had. All undergraduate students have expressed an interest in continuing
their education at the graduate leveL
In conclusion, and in view of the significant accomplishments in fundamental
research, enhancement of the en_o_'fing research environment at UTSA, and direct
support of Mechanical Engineenng students, it is hoped that the proposed extension of this
grant will receive favorable consideration at NASA. The Irit_pal investigator sincerely
thanks NASA for funding this fourth year grant.
ABSTRACT /
,,/.Jf
This report presents the results of a fourth year effort of a research program
conducted for NASA-LeRC by The University of Texas at San Antonio (UTSA). The
research included on-going development of methodology that provides probabilistic lifetime
strength of aerospace materials via computational simulation. A probabilistic material
strength degradation model, in the form of a randomized multifactor interaction .equation, is
postulated for strength degradation of strucu_ _mponents of aerospace, propulsion
systems subjected to a number of effects or la'imiuve variables. These primitive variables
may include high temperanae, fatigue or creep. In.most cases, strength is reduced as a
result of the action of a variable. This multifactor interaction strength degradation equation
has been randomized and is included in the computer program, PROMISS. Also included
in the research is the development of methodology to calibrate the abovedescribed
constitutive equation using actual .experin_tal materials data together with regression
analysis of that data, thereby predicting values for the empirical material constants for each
effect or primitive variable. This regression methodology is included in the computer
program, PROMISC. Actual experimen_ _erials data were obtained from industry and
the open literature for materials typically for applications in aerospace propulsion system
components. Material data for Incone1718 has been analyzed using the developed
methodology. /_
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This reportpresentsthe resultsof a fourthyear effort of a researchprogram entitled
"Development of Advanced Methodologies forProbabilisticConstitutiveRelationshipsof
MaterialStrengthModels, Phase 4. Thisresearchissponsored by theNational
Aeronautics and Space Administration-LewisResearch Center0NASA-LeRC). The
principalinvestigatorisDr. Lola Boyce, AssociateProfessorof Mechanical Engineering,.
The Universityof Texas atSan Antonio .(U_.A)..Th.e9b_,._ve.of therc .se_ch program ts
thedevelopment of methodology thatproviocsprooabilisttcmeume strengm ot aerospace
materialsviacomputationalsimulation.
As part of this fourth year effort, a material strength degradation model, in the form
of a randomized multifactor interaction equation, is postulated for streng_ degradation of
structural components of aerospace propulsion systems subjected to a number of effects or
primtive variables. Tbese "primitive variables often originate in the environment and may
includehigh temperature, fatigue and creep. Inmost cases,strengthisreduced as a result.
Also includedin theresea_h isthedevelopment of methodology tocalibratethemultifactor
interaction equation using actual ex .pcrimental materials dam. together _th a regression h
analysisof that data, therebypredicnng valuesfortheempmcal materialconstantsoreac
effector primitivevariable.MaterialdataforIncone1718 has been analyzedusing the
developed methodology. Sections2.0 and 3.0 summarize thetheoreticaland computational
background for the research.
The above-described randomized multifactor interaction equation is included in the
computer program, PROMISS. Calibration of the equation by multiple regression analysis
of the data may be carried out using the statistical regression computer program,
PROMISC. These programs were developed using the UTSA Supercomputer Network
Research Facility (SNRF) Cray Y-MP. The latest versions (Ver. 2.0) of these programs
are obtainable from the principal investigator at the address given on the cover page of this
report.
Sections4.0 through 7.0 addressspecifictasksdescribedinthe proposalforthis
research "Development of Advanced Methodologies f_ Probabilistic I._onsnmtive
Relationships for Material Strength Models, Phase 4,1991. Specifically, Section 4.0
discusses the strength degradation model developed for the high temperature, mechanical
fatigue and creep effects of Incone1718. Section 5.0 introduces the thermal fatigue
strength degradation model, a new effect included in the multifactor interaction equation.
Section 6.0 presents experimental material dam for Inconcl 718 and displays the data in the
form utilized in the multifactor interaction equation model. High temperature, mechanical
fatigue,creep and thermalfatiguedataaredisplayed.This datamay be used inthe.
development of dataforthe PROMISS residentdatabase.Section7.0 presentsaria
discussescases foranalysisthatresulted from a sensitivitystudy,utilizingthePROMISS
"flexible" capability. The eases show the effect on probabilistic lifetime strength for several
effects, including high tcm_ture, mechanical fatigue and creep. This sensitivity study is
the first such study to begin toaccount for synergistic effects.
A paper was produced documenting much of the effort of this fourth year research
program, itis entitled "Computational Simulation of Coupled Material Degradation
Processes for Probabilistic Lifetime Strengthof Aerospace Materials", by L Boyce and
C. C. Chamis. It was presented at the AIAA/SAE/ASMF_,/ASEE Joint Propulsion
Conference, Nashville, "IN, July, 1992 and is published in the Proceedings. It has also
been submitted to the ASME Journal of En_tdneering for Gas Turbines and Power and a
copy is included with this report.
2.0 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Recently, a general material s_ngth degradation model, for composite materials
subjected to a number of diverse effects or primitive variables, has been postulated to
predict mechanical and them_al material properties [1, 2, 3, 4]. The resulting multifactor
interaction constitutive equation summarizes composite microm_hanics theory and has
been used to predict material properties for a unidirectional fiber-reinforced lamina, based
on the corre.sponding properties of the constituent materials.
These equations have been modified to _ the lifetime strength for a single
constituent material due to "n" diverse effects or variables [5, 6, 7]. These effects could
include variables such as high temperature, creep, mechanical fatigue, thermal fatigue,
corrosion, strain rate effects, and so forth. For most of these variables, strength has been
observed to decrease with an increase in the variable. This report presents the results of
work to use the modified multifactor interaction equation to account for the degradation of
lifetime strength due to three variables, high temperature, mechanical fatigue and creep.
The report also presents an extension of the model to account for thermal fatigue effects.
The general form of the postulated multifactor inteca_tion equation is
So i'='1"LAiu- Aiol '
where Ai. Aiu and Aio are the current, ultimate and reference values, respectively, of a
particular effect; ai is the value of an empirical constant for the i thproduct term in the
model; S and So are the current and reference values of material strength and n is the
number of product terms in the model Each term has the property that if the current value
uals the ultimate value, the current strength will be zero. Also, if the current value equals
• reference value, the term equals one and strength is not affected by that variable.
This deterministic material strength degradation model may be calibrated by an
appropriately curve-fitted least squares linear regression of experimental data [8], perhaps
supplemented by expert opinion. Ideally, ¢x_ntal data giving the relationship between
effects and strength is obtained. For ¢xamplc, data for just one effect could be plotted on
log-log paper. A good fit for the data may then be obtained by a linear regression analysis.
This is illuswated schematically in Figure I. The equation, for a single effect, is then
obtained by noting the linear relation between log S and log [(Au - Ao)/(Au - A)], as
follows:
log S =-a log IAUu: A'_] + log So
logS-log So--a log I_Uu- A_3]
Iogs_O -- - a log [A_: AA°]
_8_ rAu - Ao1 •
So =[ Au-A J (2a)
2
Equation (2a) is for a variable that lowers strength. Notice that if a variable raises strength
the exponent, a, in equation (2a) is negative.
Fig. 1
logs
IogSo
"_. - aI,. slope
"'
rA
L_-A J
Schematic of Data IllustratingtheEffectof One PrimitiveVariableon Strength.
This generalmaterialstrengthdegradationmodel, given by equation(I)may b¢
used tocs_rrmtcthelifetimestrength,S/So,of an aerospaceprop, s!onsy_cm coml_.nen.t
und_ theinfluenceof a number of diverseeffectsor primitivevanamcs, ine prooaDmstlc
treatmentof thismodel includesrandomizing thedeterministicmultifactorinteraction
equation,performingprobabilisticanalysisby simulationand senemting probabilitydensity
function(p.d.f.)estimatesforstrengthusing the non-parametricmethod, maximum
penalizedlikelihood[9,10]. Integrationof theprobabilitydensityfunctionyieldsthe
cumulative distributionfunction(c.d.f.)from which probabilitystatementsregarding
strengthmay be made. This probabilisticmaterialsu'engthdegradationmodel predictsthe
random strengthofan aerospacepropulsionsystem component subjectedto a number of
diverserandom effects.
The probabilisdconstitutivemodel isembodied intwo FORTRAN programs,
PROMISS _abilistic hlatmial_trcngth_nulator) and PROMISC (I_obabilistic
_atcrial_trength_.alibrawr)[6].PROMISS calculatestherandom su'engthof an aerospace
propulsioncomponent due toas many aseighteendiverserandom effects.Resultsare
presentedinthe form of probabilitydensityfunctionsand cumulativedistributionfunctions
of lifetimestrength.S/So. PROMISC calculatesthevaluesof theempiricalmaterial
constants, ai.
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3.0 PROMISS AND PROMISC COMPUTER PROGRAMS
PROMISS includes a relatively simple "fixed" model as well as a "flexible" model.
The fixed model postulates a probabilistic mukifactor interaction equation that considers the
variables given in Table I (see p. 5). The general form of this constitutive equation is
given in equation (1), wherein there are now n = 7 product terms, one for each effect or
primitive variable listed above. Note that _e this model has seven variables, each
containing four values of the variable, it has a total of twenty-eight variables. The flexible
model postulates the probabilistic multifactor interaction equation that considers up to as
many as n = 18 product terms for primitive variables. These variables may be selected to
utilize the theory and experimental data currently available f_ the specific strength
degradation mechanisms of interest. The specific effects included in the flexible model are
listed in Table 2. Note that in order to provide for future expansion and customization of
the flexible model, six "other" effects have been provided.
Table 2 Variables Available in the "Flexible" ModeL
A. Environmental Effects
l* Mec_
a. Stress
b. Impact
c. Other Mechanical Effect
. Thermal
s. Temperature Variation
b. Thermal Shock
c. Other Thermal Effect
o Other Environmental Effects
a. Chemical Reaction
b. Radiation Attack
c. Other Environmental Effect
B. Trine-Dependent Effects
1. Mechanical
t M__'cal Fatigue
c. Other Mech. Tune-Dependent. Effect
. Thermal
a. Thermal Aging
b. Th_ Fatigue
c. Other Thermal Tinle-DependenL Effect
3. Other Teme-Dependent Effects
a. Corrosion
b. Seasonal Attack
c. Other Trine-Dependent. Effect
4
TableI VariablesAvailableinthe"Fixed"Model.
ithPrimitive Primitive
Variable VariableType
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Stressduetostaticload
Tcmlmatum
Chemicalreaction
Stress due to impact
Mechanical fatigue
fatigue
The considerable scatter of experimental data and the lack of an exact description of
the underlying physical processes for the combined mechanisms of fatigue, creep,
temperature variations, and so on, make it natural if not necessary to consider probabilistic
models for a strength degradation model Therefore, the fixed and flexible models
corresponding to equation (1) are "randomized", and yield the "random lifetime material
strength due to a number of diverse random effects." Note that for the fixed model,
equation (1) has the following form:
S/So = f(A1u, Ab Ale, al,..., Aiu, Ai, Ale, ai,..., A-/u, AT, A7o, a7) (3)
where Ai, Aiu and Ale are the current, ultimate and reference values of the ith of seven
effectsorprimitivevariablesasgiveninTableI,and aiistheithcrnpiricalmaterial
constant.In general,thisexpressioncan be writtenas,
S/SO --f(Xi), i= I,....28, (4)
where the Xi are the twenty eight independent variables in equation (3). Thus, the fixed
model is "randomized" by assuming all the independent var!a_"bles, Xi, i = 1,..., 28, to be
random and stochastically independent. For the flexible model, equation (1) has a form
analogous to equations (3) and (4), except that there are as many as seventy-two
independent variables. Applying probabilistic analysis to either of these randomized
equations yields the distribution of the dependent ran&an variable, lifetime material
strength,S/So.
Although a number of methods of pmbabilistic analysis are available[9], simulation
was chosen for PREMISS. Simulation utilizes a theoretical sample generated by numerical
techniques for each of the independent random variables. One value from each sample is
substituted into the functional relationship, equation (3), and one realization of lifetime
strength, S/So, is calculated.Thiscalculation is repeated for each value in the set of
samples, yielding a distribution of different values for lifetime strength.
A probability density function is generated from these different values of lifetime
strength,usinga non-parametricmethod,maximum penalizedlikelihood.Maximum
penalizedlikelihoodgeneratesthep.d.f,estimateusingthemethodofmaximum likelihood
togetherwithapenaltyfunctiontosmooth it[10].Finally,integrationfthegenerated
p.d.f,resultsinthecumulativedistributionfunction,from whichprobabilitiesof lifetime
strengthcan bedirectlyobserved.
where
In summary, PROMISS randomizes the followingequation:
___ = l_I [ Aiu-Ai] ai
So i=ttAiu'Az)] '
Aiu - Ai] ai
A_ - AioJ
(I)
is the Fh effect; Ai, Aiu and Aio are random variables; ai is the Fh empirical material
constant and S/So is lifetime strength. There is a maximum of eighteen possible effects or
primitive variables that may be included in the model. For the flexible model option, they
may be chosen by the user from those in Table 2. For the fixed model option, the variables
of Table 1 are use& Within each primitive variable term, the current, ultimate and reference
values as well as the empirical material constant, may be modeled as either deterministic
•(i.e., empirical, calculated by PROMISC), normal, lognormal, or Wiebull random
variables. Simulation is used to generate a set ofrealizadons for lifetime random strength,
S/So, from a set of realizations for primitive variable, s and empirical material constants.
Maximum penalized likelihood is used to generate an estimate for the p.d.f, of lifetime
strength, from a set of realizations of lffe_ strength. Integration of the p.d.f, yields the
c.d.f. Plot files are produced to plot both the p.d.f, and the c.d.f. PROMISS also
provides information on lifetime strength, S/So, statistics (mean, variance, standard
deviation and coefficient of variation). A _nt database is included in PROMISS and
may be used to provide user input for the empirical material constants.
PROMISC performs a multiple linear regression on actual experimental or
simulated experimental data for as many as eighteen effects or primiuve variables, yielding
regression coefficients that are the empirical material constants, ai, required by PROMISS.
It produces the linear regression of the log transformation of equation (1), the multifactor
interaction equation. When u'ansformed it becomes
18
Iog ._5...=So [Aiu-.Aio]-ailog
i:]" [Aiv Ai J
(5)
or
log S = log So + _ -ai log
i-i LAiu - Ai J
(6)
6
where
A_ -Az)]" ai
Aiu - Ai J
istheitheffect,Ai,Aiu and Aio am primitivevariabledataand aiistheim empirical
materialconstant,or theithregressioncoefficientobe predictedby PROMISC. Also, log
So is the log transformed reference value of strength, or the intercept regression coefficient
to be predicted by PROMISC, and log S is the log transformed current value of strength.
Expcrin_ntal data for up to eighteen possible effects, as given in Table 2, may be included.
The variabledatamay be dth_ actual experimental dataorexpertopinion, directly read
fi'ominput,orsimulateddatawhere expertopinionisspecifiedas themean and standard
deviationof a normal or lognormaldistribution.The simulateddataoptionforinputdata
was used in theearlysta_esof code development toverifyc.on'ectperformance. The input
data,whether actualor sunulated,isread inand assembled intoa datamatrix.From this
datamatrix,a correctedsums of squaresand crossproductsmatrixiscomputed. From this
sums of squaresand crossproductsmatrix,and a leastsquaresmethodology, a multiple
linearregressionisperformed tocalculatestimatesfortheempiricalmaterialconstant,ai,
and thereferencestrength,So. These arctheregressioncoefficients.
PROMISC includes enhancements of the multiple linear regression analysis to
screendatafi'om"outliers"and oollinearities;todetermine "how well"thedatafitthe
regression;toquantifytheimporumce and relativeimportance of each factorin the
multifactorinteractionequation(I),as wellas,tocheck assumptionsinherentintheuse of
multiplelinearregression.Furtherdetailsare provided inReference 6,Section6.0.
7
4.0 STRENGTH DEGRADATION MODELS
FOR HIGH TEMPERATURE, MECHANICAL FATIGUE AND CREEP
FOR INCONEL 718
The multifactorinteractionequationformaterialstrengthdegradation,givenby
equation(I),when modifiedforhightemperatme,fatigueand creepbecomes,
_S._=[TM-To]-q[Nv-No]-S[.]-_v (7)
where TM istheultimateormeltingtemperatureofthematerial,To isa referenceorroom
temperature,T isthecurrentemperature,Nu istheultimatenumber ofcycles(forwhich
fatiguestrengthisverysmall),No isa referencenumber ofcycles(forwhich fatigue
strengthisverylarge),N isthecurrentnumber ofcyclesthematerialhasundergone,tuis
theultimatenumber ofcreephours(forwhich rupturestrengthisverysmall),toisa
referencenumber ofcreephours(forwhichrupturestrengthisverylarge)and tisthe
currentnumber ofcreephours.Alsoq,sand v areempiricalmaterialpararncters,one for
eachvariable,thatrepresenttheslopeofa straightlinefitofthedataon log-logpaper.
The appropriatevaluesforultimateand referencequantitiesmustbe selectedpriorto
calibrationfthemultifactorinteractionequationforInconc1718.For example,for
Incone1718themeltingtemperatureis'I'M= 2369 _F.Hence equation(7),forInconel718,
becomes
s__r2_6o-wl-qII0,0-o.s]-s[1o_-,.0_v.So L2369-TJ L1010-NJ 106-t J
(8)
The ultimate and reference quantities given in equation (8) become model
parameters or constraints for the multifactor interaction equation when modified for Inconel
718. Figure2 illustrateshesemodel parameters_'aphicallywhereineachaxisrepresents
an effect or primitive variable. Note also an addiuonal constraint in Figure 2, namely the
creepthresholdtemperature,Tc = 900 _F.Althoughthisconstraintisnotexplicitlybuilt
into the muldfactor interaction equation, it may be taken into account indirectly. This is
accomplished by not including the creep effect whenever the current value of temperature,
T, is below 900 OF. Note that the empirical material parameters, q, s and v must be
determined from actual experimental dam.
Tt,t m0
j,".
,_io'
Nu
1!)°0_ tm.C:HANk_,_;A'rmtE(CYCLES}
O.lOtntS)
Fig.2 Model ParametersforInconel718 forTemperature,MechanicalFatigueandCreep.
5.0 STRENGTH DEGRADATION MODEL FOR THERMAL FATIGUE
The generalmodel forthethermalfatigueffectusesstress-life(a-N)dataobtained
from experimentalstrain-life(g-N)data.Totalstrainamplitudedam [14]and plasticstrain
amplitudedata[12]were usedtoconstructa strain-lifecurve.The plasticportionofthe
curvemay be representedby thefollowingpower law function:
= _ (2NF)c, (9)
where A_p/2istheplasticstrainamplitude,2NF isthereversalstofailure.A power law
regressionanalysisofthedam yieldstwo thermalfatigueproperties,namely,thefatigue
ductilitycoefficient,£F',and thefatigueductilityexponent,c. Regressionstatistics,such
asthecoefficientofdetermination,R 2,may show thata power law representationofthe
relationshipbetweenplasticstrainamplitudeand reversalstofailureissatisfactory.
Stress amplitude, A(_/2, can be calculated using the modulus of elasticity, E, and
thetotaland plasticstrainamplitudes,A£T/2and Aep72respectively,from
2
When theresultingstressamplitudeisplottedagainstplasticstrainamplitudethecyclic
stress-strainplotresults. Again,a power law functionmay be satisfactoryforexpressing
thecyclicstress-strainrelationship.The functionis
I
where K' is the cyclic strength coefficient and n' is the cyclic strain hardening exponent,
two additional thermal fatigue properties.
When the stress amplitude is plotted against reversals-to failure, the stress-life plot
results. A power law funcuon may represent a good fit to the data. This function is
A.q.= a'F (2NF)b (12)
where O'F is the fatigue strength coefficient and b is the fatigue strength exponent. These
final two properties complete the set of thermal fatigue material properties.
With theordinatenow expressedinstressunits(psi),a fourtheffectcan be added
tothemultifactorinteractionmodel depictedby equations('7)and (8).Thiseffectwillhave
the form,
Nv-N J L105-NJ
where N'U - 105 is the ultimate number of them-realcycles (for which thermal fatigue
strength is very small), N'O = 0.5 is the selected reference number of thermal cycles (for
9
whichthermalfatiguestrengthis very large), N" is the current number of thermal cycles the
material has undergone and u is an empirical material constant found from a power law
regression of the data. Thus, equations (7) and (8) will have four terms, one for each
effect,
s_ r'rM-'rol-qr_,.,-_o1-__ ,,[Ni.,-NOT"
_oL_.-_JL._-_J[_-,_L_-_'J' (13)
=_
Llo lo -NJ t 106-tiLl0 s-lq'j (14)
10
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6.0 EXPERIMENTAL MA'IERIAL DATA FOR INCONEL 718
The multifactor interaction equation, specific for Incone1718, requires the collection
of experimental data to determine the empirical material constants, ai. A computerized
literature search of Incone1718, a nickel-base superalioy, was conducted to obtain existing
experimental data on various material properties. Data on high _ tensile strength,
mechanical fatigue strength and creep rupture strengthpropertieswere obtainedfor
Incone1718 [14, 15, 16, 17].
Incone1718 data for high-temperature tensile suength, mechanical fatigue strength
and creep rupture strength resulted from _ done on various hot and cold worked
specimens[14,16].Testswereconductedon sheetsofIncone1718and hotroiledbarsof
the superalloy.
Low cycle fatigue produces cumulative material damage and ultimate failure in a
component by the cyclic application of strains that extend into the plastic range. Failure
typically occurs under 105 cycles. Low cycle fatigue is often produced mechanically, at a
given temperature. It is even more common to observe a machine part that undergoes low
cycle fatigue, producing cyclic strains due to a cyclic thermal field. These cyclic
temperature changes produce thermal expansions and contractions that, if constrained,
produce cyclic strains and suesses. These thermally induced s .u'es_..sand strains .will result
m fatigue failure just as those produced by external mechanical loading produce fatigue
failure.
Low cycle fatigue tests, comparing both mechanically strain cFeled specm_.ens at
constant elevated temperatures and thermally cycled constrained _ns, nave oeen .
conducted on stainless steel [11] and Inconel [12]. Results are typwally plotted as plastic
strain range versus cycles to failure. For stainless steel, these plots show that for equal
values of plastic strain range the number of cycles to failure was much/e.ss for the
thermally cycled specimens than for the mechanically cycled ones. To bring the thermal
fatigue test results into coincidence with the isothermal mechanical fatigue test results [13],
requires the multiplication of the strain, for any number of cycles to failure, by a factor of
approximately2.5.Inconel,however,respondstomechanicallyproduced plasticstrainin
the same manner as it responds to _y produced plastic strain. Thus, the Inconel test
resultsprovidea means forutilizingmechanicallycycleddatatobuilda thermalfatigue
model forInconel718.
Inconel plastic strain data used for thermal fatigue was obtained by thermal
excm'sions about a mean temperature of 1300 OF [12]. Since Inconel responds to
mechanically produced plastic swain in the same manner as it responds to thermally
produced plastic strain, total strain dam obtained from mechanically produced strain tests
was used for the thermal fatigue model [14]. These data are given in Table 3 and displayed
as the swain life curves shown in Figure 3. Using dam for the modulus of elasticity for
Inconel 718 at 1300 °F, namely, E = 23 x 106 psi [14], the stress amplitude can be
calculated from equation (10). Hence, stress amplitude is plotted against plastic strain
amplitudetoproducethecyclicstress-straincurve shown m Figure4. Usingthepow_
law regressiontechniques[18]indicatedinequations(9),(II),and (12),and thedatafrom
Table4,thethermalfafi_ematt_'_.l_Pe_i'es.f.or.!ncon.c1718.ca_,be c_cula.t_i..'I_.ese
material properties are mspmyea m t ame 3 aria mmcateo grapmcany, along w_tn men"
coefficient of determination, R2, in Figures 5, 6, and 7. Although the values calculated for
the exponents, b, c, n', are close to the range for most metals, the values of the
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coefficients,IC andO'Fareextremelyhigh. Thesehighvaluesmaybeduein part to the
following reasons:
(1) The them3al fatigue plastic strain data [12] was obtained from tests conducted on
Inconel rather than Inconel 718.
(2) The total strain data [14] used for the thermal fatigue model was obtained from
mechanicalfatiguetestsconductedatroom temperatureratherthanata temperature of
1300 °F, which was the mean temperature used for the thermal fatigue tests.
(3) The direct correlation found between the mechanical su'ain-cycled results under
isothermal conditions and those obtained by thermally-cycling about a corresponding
mean temperature was for the plastic strain and not the total strain component.
The Inconel 718 data selected was plotted in various forms, one of which was the
same as that used by the multifactor interaction equation in PROMISS and PROMISC. The
data plotted in Figures 8 and 9 show the effect of temperature on yield strength for
Incone1718. Figure 8 is the raw data _ Figm'e 9 shows the .data in the same form as .that
used in the multifacu3r interaction equauon. As expected, the 3aeld strength of the maot_natdecreases as the texture increases. Figures 10 and 11 display data for the effect o
mechanical fatigue cycles on fatigue suength for Incone1718 for a given test temperature.
As expected, the fatigue strength of the material decreases as the number of cycles
increases. Figures 12 and 13 show data for the effect of creelr time on rupture stren_, for
Inconel 718f_r a given temperautte. As expected, the rupun'e strength of the material
decreases as the time increases. Figures 14 and 15 display data for the effect of thermal
fatigue cycles on stress amplitude at failure (i.e., thermal fatigue strength) for [ncone1718
fora mean thermalcycling tem_ of!_ °F.As .expected,thethermalfatigue
strengthofthematerialdecreasesasthenumber ofcyclesincreases.
A linearegressionofthedatafortemperature,mechanicalfatigue,creepand
thermalfatigue,producesa firstestimateoftheempiricalmaterialconstantsforthese
effects,namely,q,s,v and u. Figures16,17,18,and 19 show theresultsof linear
regressionandindicatevaluesforthefourmaterialconstants.
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Table 3 Thermal Fatigue Data for Incone1718
Cycles to Failure
NF
Total Strain Amplitude,
Z_T/2
Plastic Strain Amplitude,
 p/2
350 0.021 0.00752 O
84O 0.OO4
850 0.015
I 910 0,016
950 0.005
1500 0.011
_. 1700 0.0112300 0.002
3200 0.010
_ 36OO 0.002900 0.010
5300 0.001
6OO0 0.001
[i 74OO 0.0O79300 0.001
I
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Table 4 Thermal Fatigue Dam Reduced for Thermal Fatigue Material Prope_es
/
f-
!,
f-
1
Reversals to Failure Total Strain Plastic Strain Stress
2NF Amplitude, AET/2 Amplitude, _p/2 Amplitude, AO/2
700 0.021 0.0079 302,012
1700 0.015 0.0044 244,437
1820 0.016 0.0042 271,878
3000 0.011 0.0030 183,964
3400 0.0109 0.0028 187,156
6400 0.01 0.0018 188,203
7800 0.01 0.0016 193,336
14800 0.0075 0.0010 148,511
*These values use plastic strain amplitude regression line values.
Table 5 Thermal Fatigue Material Properties for Inconel 718
i
Fatigue Ductility Coefficient, e'F
Fatigue Ductilty Exponent, c
0.6028
-0.66228
Cyclic Strength Coefficient, K'
Cyclic Strain Hardening Exponent, n'
1.505 x 106 psi
0.33492
Fatigue Strength Coefficient, o'F
Fatigue Strength Exponent, b
1.270 x 106 psi
-0.2218
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7.0 PROBABILISTIC LIFETIME STRENGTH SENSrrIVITY STUDY
INCLUDING SOME SYNERGISTIC EFFECTS
Using the model given in equation (8), probabilistic lifetime strength was computed
using PROMISS. Three effects were included in this study, high temperature, mechanical
fatigue and creep. Using the experimental data of Figures .16, 17 and 18 and regression
analysis,empiricalmaterialconstantsfortheseeffects,namety,q,s .anav were caa.cul.at_
thuscalibratingthemodeL NASA _ ResearchCenterexpertoplmon ana engineering
judgmentsuppliedotherinputvalues.Typicalsetsofinputvaluesfora PROMISS model
representedby equation(8)are giveninTables6,7 and 8. For example, Table 6 gives
program inputdatafora current emperatureof 75 °F and a currentvalueof mechanical
fatiguecyclesof200 (log200 = 2.3).Note thatthecreepeffectisnotapplicable(N/A) for
low cun'entvaluesof temperaturesuch as75 °F. The sensitivitystudy demonstratesthe
effectof the threevariables,high temperature,mechanical fatigue,and creep:on
.g%.Som of  por tinputvaluesforthisstudy ven
m Table_. ineresultsolthisstudy,intheform ofcumulativedistributionfunctions,are
giveninFigures20 to22,one figureforeacheffect.For example,Figure21 shows the
effectofmechanicalfatiguecycleson lifetimestrength.Note thatthec.d.f,shiftstothe
le.ft, indicating a lowering of lifetime strength for increasing mechanical fatigue cycles. In
this manner PROMISS results display the sensitivity of lifetime su'engtn to any effect or
variable.
The values of the empirical material constants used to calibrate the model and used
as input to the PROMISS program are given as mean values in these tables. These
constantswerecalculated individuallyforeacheffect,hightemperature,mechanicalfatigue
and creep.Also,inherentin themodel givenby equation(8)istheassumptionthatthe
variablesareindependentand thatthereareno synergisticeffects.
Table 6 Sensitivity study input to PROMISS for Incone1718: Temperature = 75 °F.
Effect Variable Units Distribution Mean
Symbol Type
Temperatme
Mechanical
Fatigue
Standatd Deviation
(Value_ (% ofMean)
TM oF Normal 2369.0 71.07 3.0
T o F Normal 75.0 2.25 3.0
TO o F Normal 75.0 2.25 3.0
q N/A Normal 0.4432 0.01329 3.0
NU log of cycle Normal I0.0 1.0 I0.0
N log of cycle Normal 2.3 0.35 I0.0
NO Iogofcycle Normal - 0.3 - 0.03 I0.0
s N/A Normal 19.95 0.5985 3.0
tU hours Lognormal N/A N/A N/A
t hours Lognormal N/A N/A N/A
hours Lognormal N/A N/A N/A
v N/A Normal N/A N/A N/A
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Table7 Sensitivitystudyinput to PROMISS for Incone1718: Temperature = 1000 °F.
II I I
Effect Variable Units Distribution Mean Standard Deviation
Symbol Type (value) (% of Mean)
Temperature TM oF Normal 2369.0 71.07 3.0
T o F Normal 1000.0 30.0 3.0
TO OF Normal 75.0 2.25 3.0
q N/A Normal 0.4432 0.01329 3.0
Mechanical
Fatigue
NU logofcycle Normal 10.0 1.0 I0.0
N logofcycle Normal 2.3 0.35 I0.0
NO logofcycle Normal -0.3 -0.03 I0.0
s N/A Normal 14.34 0.4302 3.0
Creep tU hours Lognormal 1.0x 106 5.0x 104 5.0
t hours Lognormal I00.0 3.0 3.0
tO hours _ 1.0 0.03 3.0
v N/A Normal 10.92 0.3276 3.0
Table 8 Sensitivity study input to PROMISS for Incone1718: Temperature = 1200 °F.
3
Effect
Temperature
Val2iable lJ_ Distril_ution Mean Standard Deviation
Symbol Type (Value)(%_ofMean)
TM "F Normal 2369.0 71.07 3.0
T °F Normal 1200.0 36.00 3.0
TO °F Normal 75.0 2.25 3.0
q N/A Normal 0.4432 0.01329 3.0
Mechanical
Fatigue
NU log of cycle Normal 10.0 1.0 10.0
N log of cycle Normal 2.3 0.35 10.0
NO log of cycle Normal - 0.3 - 0.03 10.0
s N/A Normal 28.07 0.8421 3.0
creep tU hours Lognormal 1.0x 106 5.0x 104 5.0
t hours Lognormal I00.0 3.0 3.0
tO hours Lognormal 1.0 0.03 3.0
v N/A Normal 50.52 1.5156 3.0
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Table 9 Sensitivity study of probabilistic material
strength degradation model using PROMISS.
Temp. Mech. Fatigue Creep
(o F) (Cycles) (Hours)
75 200 N/A
1000 200 100
1200 200 100
I000 100 100
I000 200 I00
I000 300 I00
1000 200 10
I000 200 I00
I000 200 190
1"0 ]_'-1200"F ,_ f
o.e// _-- 75"Ft f ooo 
o.4
i
0.2
0.0 "
o.o"oo"'- o.o'o_ "-_lllo o.11_5" o.;lo o.il5
LIFETIME STRENGTH, S/SO
Fig. 20 Comparison of Various Levels of Uncertainty of Temperature ('F) on Probable
Strength for Incone1781 for 200 Cycles of Fatigue and 100 Hours of Creep.
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An attempt to take into account synergistic effects included appropriate
modifications to input data. For example, it has already been mentioned that creep effects
are not applicable at low temperature values. Hence, the input values in Table 6 have been
modified such that creep is not applicable at this current temperature. Note also in Tables
6, 7 and 8 that the value of the empirical material constants, s and v, change according to
the _t temperature value. For example, the creep constant, v, is 10.92 at a temperature
of 1000 F, but increases to 50.52 at 1200 F. These values of the creep constant are
computed from linear regression as shown in Figure 18. The increased value of the
constant at 1200 °F is expected. The mechanical fatigue constant, s, also cNmges as
temper_ uae chang_es. As Figure 17 indicates, however, the data show a lower constant at
1000 °F than at 75 °F. For 1200 F tl_ constant has definitely increased. These values of
the empirical material constant for mechanical fatigue are based upon only four actual test
points. Thus for mechanical fatigue, confidence would be increased if a few mc_ actual
experimental data points were available.
Simultaneous calibration of the model for all three effects together to build a
"combined" or synergistic model to better represent the interdepe.nd.ence..of effects may.be
advantageous. In addition, the subsequent statistical testing of each individual effect, using
a synergistic model will assure that it will also model individual effects accurately.
8.0 CONCLUSIONS
A probabilistic material behavior degradation model, applicable to aerospace
materials, has been postulated for predicting the random lifetime strength of structural
components for aerospace propulsion systemssubjected to a number of effects or
variables. The model takes the form of arandomized multifactor interaction
equation and contains empirical material constants, ai. Data is available from the open
literature for a number of nickel-base superaUoys, espy. ' .ly In_ne1718, principally for
three individual effects namely, hi_. tempera .tute: mechamcal fau_gue_ creep. Linear
regression of this data, together w_th expert OlmUon, has resulted m esumates for the
empirical material constants through which the model is calibrated. Extension of the model
for a fourth effect, thermal fatigue, has been outlined.
Thus, a general computational simulation structure is provided for describing the
scatter in lifetime stren]gth _ ter_. of,l_..bable value..s,fora hum .b_.,_fdiv_ effe_.
variables. The sensitiwty oz ranaom lifeume suengm to eacn vanao • can oe ascertain
Probability statements allow improved j.udgm_ts to be made rel_.ayding the likelihood of
lifetime strength and hence su'ucuwal failure of aerospace propulsion system components.
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